Woodcock-Johnson IV
UEB Math Supplement

This UEB math supplement is available for purchase as a replacement to pages originally in Nemeth Braille.

Woodcock-Johnson IV is a comprehensive set of assessments which are administered to identify learning difficulties and improve instructional outcomes for students, ages 2 to 90+ years. The braille adaptation is comprised of tests which were able to be adapted for braille readers from each of the three batteries: Tests of Achievement (Standard and Extended), Tests of Cognitive Abilities (Standard and Extended), and Oral Language. The Woodcock-Johnson IV - UEB Math Supplement are replacement pages for the existing Woodcock-Johnson IV braille kit. The UEB Math Supplement Set consists of print/braille and graphic pages with UEB with UEB math.

Note: This is a separate product from the Woodcock-Johnson IV - Adapted for Braille Readers (6-66001-00). Customers who have previously purchased and need UEB with UEB technical for their students can purchase this supplement. Future Woodcock Johnson IV braille kits will include the supplement.

To Order

Woodcock-Johnson IV 6-66002-00

Please visit aph.org to order, to learn more about this product, or to find related products.
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